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1. Main purpose and FIESTA 
approach: make families 
understand that they can really 
make a difference!
What can local authorities do to promote and ensure a more sustainable energy behaviour among citi-
zens in their daily life, given the increasing awareness of the environmental impacts of consumption pat-
terns? FIESTA decided to embrace such issue with the ambitious goal to help local authorities in 5 European 
countries (Spain, Italy, Croatia, Bulgaria and Cyprus) to support families to save energy at home, to adopt 
a more sustainable consumption behaviour, acting both on their energy consumption behaviour and on their 
purchasing decisions.

 A specific focus on cooling and heating has been ensured, since nowadays they account for almost 
two thirds of the average home’s utility costs. Whereas space heating has always been a major source 
of energy consumption in households (65%), the cooling demand is turning into a new challenge 
to sustainable development that needs to be appropriately tackled. 

FIESTA relies on the assumption that without an appropriate frame of reference, families cannot determi-
ne whether their energy consumption is excessive. They are often aware of energy issues but don’t have 
the proper know how to act effectively. Therefore, the FIESTA approach assumes that an appropriate frame 
of reference needs to be created, thus to enable families to get to know their consumption (UNDER-
STAND) and make them consider the convenience of readapting their habits and attitudes (THINK), in order 
to get engaged in energy efficiency actions (ACT) and enable energy savings in their households (SAVE).
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Therefore 14 Energy Help Desk (EHD) had been established in the partner municipalities providing support 
and door to door energy audits for families, aimed to cut down households’ energy consumption and related 
emissions, by supporting families in:

• using energy more efficiently at home, by simply readapting daily habits
• purchasing more energy-efficient heating and cooling systems
• investing in home energy production from renewable sources

By leveraging on families direct control over their domestic energy consumption, FIESTA contributed 
to increase family’s motivation to get and remain engaged in energy efficiency behaviors, leading to long-la-
sting energy-saving benefits. It turned all family members into responsible energy users, by triggering 
real and persistent changes in their behavior along with investments in new energy-efficient products 
and technologies. 
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2. FIESTA tools and 
methodology. Raise awareness, 
analyze, collaborate and save!
The FIESTA project rested upon the collaboration between technical organizations and municipalities. 
It provided an effective methodology for supporting Local Authorities in achieving significant saving 
in terms of primary energy savings and CO2 emissions, by means of a free-of-charge door to door assi-
stance on home energy issues able to increase consumers’ capacity in improving the use of energy 
in private household.

2.1 The four FIESTA pillars: successful implementation   
 tools and replication kit
In the early implementation phase of the project all FIESTA tools had been designed and realized, 
that represent the FIESTA pillars, merging together technical, training, dissemination and replications 
skills and setting the premises for project core activities and their smooth implementation. 
FIESTA methodology is supported by a Guidebook for Energy Advisors and an Energy Audit Tool1, an excel 
spreadsheet, aimed at homogenizing the data collected in each of the five participating countries and, 
at the same time, ensuring enough flexibility to adapt the data to the current legislation and clima-
tic conditions of each partner city. Such tool considered all main data to be collected and checked during 
an energy audit. 

A tailored training for FIESTA Energy Advisors was organised to bridge the gaps and grant common ground, 
providing project partners with a hands-on approach to the FIESTA energy audit tool and to its concrete ap-
plication. 

1 The Guidebook for Energy Advisors and the Energy Audit tool, available in English, can be downloaded at the following link:  
http://www.fiesta-audit.eu/en/learning/
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Along with the Energy Audit Tool, two additional tools were created to support project activities also in ter-
ms of communication, dissemination and replication: the FIESTA Energy Efficiency Guide for Households2,  
 

including a full range of easy to understand and implement measures - often cost-free and cost-efficient - 
and the FIESTA cartoons3 , explaining to young and old alike the main principles of home energy efficiency.

2 The Guide, available in all project languages, could be downloaded at the following link: http://www.fiesta-audit.eu/en/learning/ 
3 The FIESTA cartoons, available in all project languages, can be visualized at the following link: http://www.fiesta-audit.eu/en/learning/ 
or at the following YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4R0GE0YyRc_5U5KHKcOgfA?view_as=subscriber
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The former was handed out to families during home energy audits to be kept and consulted daily 
by all family members, while the latter were intensively used during project workshops and promotional events, 
evidencing that saving energy at home, while maintaining and improving the living comfort, should be easy 
and fun. 

All above mentioned tools pursued the twofold goal of supporting energy advisors in the implementation 
of envisaged activities as well as in transferring the FIESTA experience and know how to interested replicating 
European municipalities. Such “replication kit” will be further disseminated and used, to spur the replication 
of the FIESTA model in other cities in the years to come.

2.2. FIESTA methodology : build trusted relationship with 
 families to achieve energy saving in households together
FIESTA workshops, lotteries, stands and consumer purchasing groups were organized to actively engage 
the largest possible number of households in EHD free-of-charge services. All project activities pursued 
the goal of facilitating local authorities to get in touch with their citizens and win their interest, yet energy 
audits went beyond such expectation. During energy audits a bond of trust was established between the family 
and the FIESTA advisor, which ensured that the information received by the former was acknowledge as valuable 
and reliable, resulting in tangible actions generating significant impacts and savings.

By entering individual households to directly assess family consumption patterns and energy use,  
the FIESTA advisors supported families in:

1. getting to know their consumption 

2. helping them consider the cost-effectiveness of readapting their habits 

3. engage them in energy efficiency actions

4. ensuring energy savings in households

Ensure the social acceptance of envisaged planned activities represented for FIESTA project the conditio sine 
qua non for its successful implementation. The FIESTA social acceptance relies on consumer trust in energy 
audits as well as benefits that project activities could be able to generate. The social acceptance of project 
activities was further encouraged by the central role that Municipalities, acknowledged as trusted intermediaries 
for families, played in the FIESTA project, by hosting the Energy Help Desks in their premises.
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3. Addressing families: 
on the citizens’ side in the fight  
for energy efficiency!

FIESTA puts at heart of its strategy the family with children and aims to hone their skills to stay informed and 
be assertive in taking advantage of opportunities to better manage their domestic energy consumption. 
In a time of economic restrain FIESTA supported families in experiencing that an improved energy saving can 
be easily achieved also at no cost. 

In three-years of activities, 14 Energy Help Desks were established, aiming to close the gap between 
the public administration and the families and providing families with professional direct and on-line ener-
gy-related assistance, to highlight the importance of energy-saving measures, following the sustainable 
“doing more by using less” approach. 
In addition to this, FIESTA Energy Help Desks provided families with free-of-charge, door-to-door assistan-
ce on home energy issues, helping them to understand how much energy they used and assess whether 
their energy consumption level was excessive. By means of 2.357 home energy audits, FIESTA entered 
European homes and guided families towards more informed investment decisions, bringing them the la-
test information on energy-saving, efficient technologies and tips on how to use clean, renewable energy 
to power their homes. FIESTA advisors helped families in understanding how much energy they could save 
and how easily this could be done. By simply adjusting some habits and changing behaviour patterns 
in their everyday lives, families were able to improve their awareness of the energy implications of their 
actions and find new ways to get a better control of their energy use. FIESTA succeed in turning them into 
virtuous energy savers and made their homes more comfortable and easier to heat and cool - helping them 
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save money in the process. Whether they took simple steps or made larger investments to improve their 
home energy efficiency, families acknowledged lower energy bills. Over time, savings will typically pay 
for the cost of improvements and put some money back in their pockets.

3.1 If families won’t come to the FIESTA EHD 
 then the FIESTA EHD must go to them…
Along with EHD direct and on-line consulting and on the spot energy audits, a wide range of cross-cutting 
activities was implemented on targeted territories to either motivate citizens in requesting the FIESTA free-of-
charge services or raise awareness on how easily a more sustainable use of energy can be achieved.
FIESTA project partners ensured that also those families not directly restoring to EHD services might 

get some benefits from the project. 
289 workshops for schools were organized, engaging a total of 7.686 
participants, with the twofold goal of: getting students to use less electri-
city at home and at school (and to use it more efficiently) and making 
a positive impact on students’ families concerning the energy con-
sumption and encouraging them to contact the FIESTA Energy Help 
Desks. Relying on the fact that family is the place children acquire 
their everyday behaviour - habits learned in childhood are later hard to 
change - directly involve them in project activities ensured a stronger 
impact in the long term since it addresses also tomorrow customers. 
In addition, workshops in schools turned out to be one of the most ef-

fective strategies in getting families familiar with the project and ultimately agreeing to take part in an audit, 
and as such should be acknowledge particular regard within the project.

A particular attention has been paid by FIESTA partners to those fa-
milies that may represent a vulnerable category, such as families li-
ving in social housing could be, taking into account that they might 
not be motivated enough to personally request the EHD support and 
willing to openly display their disadvantage. On a scale of entire project 
consortium, 53 workshops for social housing residents were organi-
zed, engaging a total of 716 participants in the promotion of various 
energy efficient solutions, in order to affect the behavior patterns of 
participants and achieve tangible energy-saving results. Unfortunately, 
in most cases, such workshops hardly led to the request of an audit, 
even though the interest awaken in participant was high.
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3.2 The more we are, the less we pay
16 workshops for retailers and installers of heating and cooling systems in partner cities were organi-
zed, involving in overall 167 beneficiaries, to find realistic solutions benefitting families and retailers/
installers alike. Such workshops were used to initiate discussion about the establishment of local Con-
sumer Purchasing Groups (CPG), acknowledged as instruments to increase household investments in 
energy efficiency by means of collective buyer power and thus tackle the energy consumption reduction 
in households. 

CPGs were embraced by FIESTA project since they have the potential to achieve tangible goals for 
all involved stakeholders - for families to get more affordable high efficiency heating and cooling devices; 
for retailers and installers to find more business opportunities which support efficient solutions; for other 
stakeholders, like consumers’ and environmental associations, to provide their support in the best inte-
rest of citizens – being a win-win method for improving family energy-efficient behavior and use of heating 
and cooling systems at home. However, due to different local contexts and to the lack of national pio-
neering experiences on the issues, a unique classic transnational CPG model was hard to be defined. 
In some cities, through the cooperation with the CLEAR project4, existing CPGs were joined, while sometimes  
a contextualization process had been required, adjusting the concept to particular local conditions 
and resources.

The difficulties the municipalities partner of the project faced in setting up CPGs suggest that despite they 
could have a role in promoting and supporting them on technical issues they are not the best actor to set 
them up. 

4 http://www.clear-project.eu/
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3.3 If you don’t save, you can’t win
A playful element supported home energy saving throughout the project. 

FIESTA lotteries were created as a motivating activity in 
partner cities, with the intention of making participation in 
the FIESTA process even more interesting, and attracting 
more people to use the services offered by Energy Help 
Desks. Lottery tickets were distributed to families during 
audits, FIESTA workshops and events, handed to EHD vi-
sitors, etc. 

After each lottery a prize-giving ceremony 
was organized, during which various energy 
efficient products were given to winning fa-
milies. In Zaragoza, due to the local partner’ 
social responsibility goals in the housing 
field, the lottery was replaced with the sche-
me of distributing the Energy Efficiency Tool 
kits as gifts to all beneficiaries included in 
FIESTA audits.
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4. FIESTA 
 cities overview
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FAMILIES INTELLIGENT ENERGY 
SAVING TARGETED ACTION

FIESTA

Our results in a nutshell

195 
Audits implemented

30
Workshops organised

269.752 € 
Investment in 
energy efficiency 

146.322 kwh 
Energy savings

27.385 kwh 
Renewable Energy Production

56 tons of CO2
Reduction of emmissions

197.604 
Inhabitants

Pamplona
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Benefits received and future plans 
Achieved FIESTA local goals proved to be in line with the global 
sustainable strategy of the city. Thanks to the active citizen par-
ticipation and empowerment as well as promotion of energy effi-
ciency and renewable energy triggered by the FIESTA project, the 
City of Pamplona enhanced its visibility in terms of the ongoing 
energy transition. 
The EHD service will be kept running along with energy education 
program at school level, since working with the new generations is 
a key factor for ensuring a smooth and effective energy transition 
in the years to come.

Success stories
What turned out to be rewarding were the energy audits and 
the school workshops. Energy audits enjoyed a high success 
especially in autumn and winter, and when electricity prices 
were high in Spain. Such achievement was enabled by a sound 
groundwork performed by the FIESTA local EHD as well as 
by its fruitful collaboration with the local district social offices, 
promoting energy audits among families that could be suffering 
from fuel poverty. School workshops caught special participants’ 
attention, demonstrating that the local interest for energy issues is 
high, especially within the education sector.

Strategy to involve families 
in project activities 
The most effective strategy in involving families were the FIESTA 
communication initiatives: each time a press release was publi-
shed, and a TV or a radio interview broadcasted, an increase in 
FIESTA audit requests was perceived. 
Lotteries with valuable energy-efficient prizes at stake, such 
as AAA+ fridges and LED bulbs packs, strongly contribu-
ted to motivate families in booking their energy audit, whi-
le the collaboration with relevant social key stakeholders pro-
ved essential in recruiting disadvantaged families among 
FIESTA ranks, enabling them to improve their situation thanks 
to achieved savings. 
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FAMILIES INTELLIGENT ENERGY 
SAVING TARGETED ACTION

FIESTA

Our results in a nutshell

167 
Audits implemented

33
Workshops organised

18.796 € 
Investment in 
energy efficiency 

64.548 kwh 
Energy savings 

0 kwh 
Renewable Energy Production

12 tons of CO2
Reduction of emmissions

661.108 
Inhabitants

Zaragoza
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Benefits received and future plans 
As a result of the FIESTA project, a Social and Energy Support 
Program, targeting new tenants of social dwellings was laun-
ched in Zaragoza. The Program envisages an initial assessment 
on the type of the contract, followed by the monitoring of hou-
sehold consumption and an energy audit carried out one year 
after the coming in the dwelling. The Program started on the 4th 
of July 2016 and until today 356 families have been thoroughly 
assessed. 
After noticing a high demand from the citizens’ side in FIESTA ser-
vices, the EHD has been kept open. 33 new consults have already 
been made by the official end of the project. 

Success stories
As result of the information obtained by the audits and thanks 
to the budget dedicated by Municipality of Zaragoza to fight 
Poverty in Energy matters, 110.940,36 € were received and in-
vested by Zaragoza Vivienda in 2016 and 182.104,8 € in 2017 
in improving energy efficiency measures in social housings, 
some of which were also audited during the project.
Regarding the latter, an overall of € 65.482,23 were invested 
in greening audited households, by reducing their consumption 
and increasing their energy efficiency. 

Strategy to involve families 
in project activities 
Different activities were put in place in Zaragoza to direct-
ly involve families in project activities. Yet, what turned out to 
be successful was the strategy used to engage social housing 
residents. A tight collaboration with relevant social entities was 
established that paved the way for the organization of 3 speci-
fic training sessions targeting their energy-related needs. La-
ter on 6 training workshops for social dwelling tenants were or-
ganized, focusing on the comprehension of energy bills (power, 
type of contract) and behavioural habits in households. More 
than 80 persons attended the workshops and 48 of them booked  
an energy audit as well. 
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FAMILIES INTELLIGENT ENERGY 
SAVING TARGETED ACTION

FIESTA

Our results in a nutshell

228 
Audits implemented

73
Workshops organised

266.265 € 
Investment in 
energy efficiency 

302.501 kwh 
Energy savings 

0 kwh 
Renewable Energy Production

69 tons of CO2
Reduction of emmissions

Logroño

151.334 
Inhabitants
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Benefits received and future plans 
The greatest benefit was to raise awareness and sensiti-
ze participants on energy saving and efficiency, enabling them 
to achieve consistent economic savings and reduce the 
amount of CO2 emissions from their dwellings. It has also been 
a gratifying experience to succeed in helping families in energy 
poverty as well as working with students, by raising their aware-
ness and informing them on an appropriate energy use.
Logroño City Council will keep the EHD open, investing time 
and efforts in fighting energy poverty in the city and in educating 
children towards a rational use of energy.

Success stories
• A family saw the energy puppet show, performed during the  
 FIESTA stand. Later on I met the mother and she told me that  
 when walking with her son down the street after the show, 
 they passed by a real-state agency. Surprisingly, her 5 years old  
 son could explain her the definition of the home energy rating,  
 based on what he had just learned at the puppet show. 
• During a weekend school workshop, the children didn’t want 
 to turn on the lights to make their “ecological house”, inspired 
 by the FIESTA cartoons they had watched before.
• A person to whom I had performed his home’s energy audit, told  
 me that in the company he was working for they were replacing  
 traditional lights with LED ones, thanks to his advice. 

Strategy to involve families 
in project activities 
A good strategy used by the Logroño City Council was to use 
a thermographic camera, so that families could see the hea-
ting losses in their houses; this simple action actually triggered 
a word-of-mouth.
The setting of the FIESTA informative stand was attentively 
considered, paying attention to organize it back to back with 
local fairs or similar events.
Regarding the social aspect of the FIESTA project, close contact 
with the existing local NGOs were maintained as well as a fluid 
and constant relationship with the Department of Social Services 
of the City Council.
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FAMILIES INTELLIGENT ENERGY 
SAVING TARGETED ACTION

FIESTA

Our results in a nutshell

156 
Audits implemented

20
Workshops organised

233.296 € 
Investment in 
energy efficiency 

62.819 kwh 
Energy savings 

20.124 kwh 
Renewable Energy Production

24 tons of CO2
Reduction of emmissions

204.324
Inhabitants

Trieste
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Benefits received and future plans 
Among the benefits achieved with FIESTA there is a significant 
reduction in energy consumption and CO2 emissions, the ari-
sing of citizens’ awareness about energy issues and the creation 
of the Energy Help Desk, a new and positive experience which will 
continue its activity after the project until the end of 2020. The 
municipality will also take part in the HORIZON 2020 project na-
med DREAMS which is actually under preparation and focuses on 
secure, clean and efficient energy.

Success stories
Taking into consideration the extension of the area of the mu-
nicipality, the number of its inhabitants and, consequently, of 
family units, the number of information requests addressed 
to the Energy Help Desk is a significant result. Our experien-
ce encouraged other municipalities of the province of Trieste 
to follow our footsteps and, during the last months of the project, 
one has formalized its will to replicate the activities carried 
on by FIESTA in a similar way.

Strategy to involve families 
in project activities 
The participation to local events has been fruitful: many people 
came to the FIESTA stand to ask for information. Our experien-
ce has been positive in particular for events related to fair tra-
de, natural products, green economy and research like the an-
nual BIOEST fair and NEXT: themes like energy saving fit well in 
their context. For this reason the participation to further editions 
of these fairs and similar events should be kept into consideration 
to involve more families in our energy policy.
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FAMILIES INTELLIGENT ENERGY 
SAVING TARGETED ACTION

FIESTA

Our results in a nutshell

153
Audits implemented

22
Workshops organised

398.832 € 
Investment in 
energy efficiency 

263.813 kwh 
Energy savings 

52.232 kwh 
Renewable Energy Production

99 tons of CO2
Reduction of emmissions

171.482 
Inhabitants

Ravenna
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Benefits received and future plans 
FIESTA helped to strengthen the relationship between families 
and the Municipality in the energy efficiency sector. Citizens, 
that benefitted from project activities, were glad to receive use-
ful suggestions, not only in terms of energy large investments, 
but regarding daily habits and behaviour too.
Thanks to the project a better interaction between the various lo-
cal stakeholders along with a fruitful partnership with the national 
Association of Municipalities were established. 
Ravenna Municipality will maintain the FIESTA EHD open 
to support citizens in providing information and assistance 
in the targeted field.

Success stories
Two families, after receiving their energy report decided not 
merely to change their daily habits but rather to further invest 
in their home energy efficiency by installing a PV system. One 
of these families participated to all the FIESTA events organised 
in Ravenna, and while talking to the attendants, convinced them 
to actively participate in the project by requesting the energy audit, 
explaining all benefits that it brought to them.

Strategy to involve families 
in project activities 
The strategy that worked best in Ravenna to involve families 
in project activities was the word of mouth. During project events, 
some family members who were already aware of the project and 
its activities became the advocates of project goals, thus convin-
cing other families.
The children in the schools where the workshops were con-
ducted convinced their parents to participate, and the chil-
dren themselves wanted to be present during their home energy 
audit inspection.
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FAMILIES INTELLIGENT ENERGY 
SAVING TARGETED ACTION

FIESTA

Our results in a nutshell

151 
Audits implemented

19
Workshops organised

337.156 € 
Investment in 
energy efficiency 

196.280 kwh 
Energy savings 

27.306 kwh 
Renewable Energy Production

77 tons of CO2
Reduction of emmissions

117.820
Inhabitants

Forlì
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Benefits received and future plans 
The City of Forlì will keep the FIESTA Energy Help Desk wor-
king even after the end of the project increasing the range 
of information available with the issues of asbestos and how 
to remove it from the buildings. The renewed Help Desk will 
be running from form the 1st of November 2017.

Success stories
A family with a large electrical consumption followed auditors’ ad-
vices: moving the freeze from next to the radiator and to install 
awnings. They were so amazed to discover how they could save 
so much by only spending little money.

Strategy to involve families 
in project activities 
FIESTA stands worked far better than any other communica-
tion activity: the organization of energy games during city even-
ts nearby an info point held by the EHD auditor, turned out to be 
an effective and friendly way to attract and occupy children 
during the presentation of the project goals and explanation 
of energy audits to parents, giving them the opportunity 
to become a bit more familiar with project activities and leading 
to collect most of audit requests.
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FAMILIES INTELLIGENT ENERGY 
SAVING TARGETED ACTION

FIESTA

Our results in a nutshell

160 
Audits implemented

19
Workshops organised

97.833 € 
Investment in 
energy efficiency 

76.080 kwh 
Energy savings 

9.440 kwh 
Renewable Energy Production

18 tons of CO2
Reduction of emmissions

175.486
Inhabitants

Rijeka
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Benefits received and future plans 
The most obvious benefits reaped by the FIESTA project 
in Rijeka are the reduced energy consumption and greenhouse gas 
emissions, lower energy bills for FIESTA families along with an in-
creased public awareness about the importance of a more sustai-
nable energy use in households. 
The City of Rijeka will continue to participate in energy saving 
projects, directly engaging consumers in energy saving actions. 

Success stories
The City of Rijeka is very keen on connecting various projects, 
which results in a rounded story about energy efficien-
cy, renewable energy sources and rational usage of energy. 
The FIESTA project can be considered in such a perspecti-
ve, since it aimed to further trigger families investment in such 
a direction. Among diverse FIESTA auditor’s tips and suggestions, 
many FIESTA families in Rijeka were advised to invest in new fa-
cade for increasing households thermal insulation, thus contribu-
ting to raise the City of Rijeka as the best city in Croatia regarding 
energy renewal of residential buildings. 

Strategy to involve families 
in project activities 
During the implementation of FIESTA project activities in Rijeka, 
it was noticed that the best way for involving families was ap-
plying an individual approach to each family. Additional efforts in 
presenting all project activities as well as opportunities and bene-
fits for each participating family were ensured. What worked best 
in Rijeka, was the combination of the word of mouth and auditors’ 
effort in customizing the project to its final beneficiaries. 
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FAMILIES INTELLIGENT ENERGY 
SAVING TARGETED ACTION

FIESTA

Our results in a nutshell

160 
Audits implemented

16
Workshops organised

55.141 € 
Investment in 
energy efficiency 

132.512 kwh 
Energy savings 

0 kwh 
Renewable Energy Production

25 tons of CO2
Reduction of emmissions

60.000 
Inhabitants

Pula
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Benefits received and future plans 
By means of the FIESTA Energy Help Desk in Pula Pola 
a stronger relationship with citizens was achieved. Thanks 
to project activities and to the triggered collaboration betwe-
en the Municipality and local families, considerable household 
savings were ensured. The City of Pula Pula will keep the EHD 
running, continuing assisting citizens in the field of energy ef-
ficiency. The Energy-efficiency Office of the City is planning 
to expand its business and hire more people to work on 
promoting the importance of energy-savings on its terri-
tory, providing citizens with technical consultancy as well 
as information on public incentives that could be requested 
to “green” their households. 

Success stories
The city Pula managed to involve more municipalities 
in promoting the FIESTA project than initially thought. 
In this way, a new network of cooperation in the wider regional 
area was established aimed at promoting the project and awa-
kening interest in its activity among citizens also beyond ter-
ritorial boundaries, highlighting the importance that where 
a considerable impact in terms of more sustainable energy use 
in households is to be achieved, a greater number of citizens 
is to be actively engaged and supported in such a direction. 

Strategy to involve families 
in project activities 
Pula launched a huge informative campaign on the FIESTA 
project through radio and local newspapers, inviting citizens to 
join the project activities. Workshops in schools to involve fa-
milies together with their children in project activities turned out 
to be successful tools to awaken their interest and win their in-
volvement. Project lotteries motivated and encouraged citizens 
to request an energy audit while smart kits of home-savings 
products handed out to families directly involved in the project, 
contributed to further won their support and trust.the project 
to its final beneficiaries. 
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FAMILIES INTELLIGENT ENERGY 
SAVING TARGETED ACTION

FIESTA

Our results in a nutshell

160 
Audits implemented

19
Workshops organised

172.388 € 
Investment in 
energy efficiency 

169.164 kwh 
Energy savings 

0 kwh 
Renewable Energy Production

59 tons of CO2
Reduction of emmissions

75.082 
Inhabitants

Zadar
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Benefits received and future plans 
The FIESTA project contributed to raise citizens energy awa-
reness, to change their daily habits and encourage them 
to invest in their home energy renovation, leading to general ener-
gy savings and CO2 emissions reduction in the City of Zadar. 
The FIESTA Energy Help Desk will keep on working in Zadar even 
after the project end, exploring new opportunities to support fa-
milies in investing in energy saving and efficiency as well as 
to promote and widen consumer purchasing group initiatives 
on the local territory.

Success stories
As City of Zadar continuously co-finance energy renovation 
of family houses some of the families included in FIESTA ener-
gy audits applied for co-financing and implemented energy re-
novation of their homes. Some families were visited by FIESTA 
team which was supported by media. In that way media repor-
ts encouraged other citizens to apply for FIESTA energy audits 
and implement energy renovation of their homes.

Strategy to involve families 
in project activities 
City of Zadar attracted families by means of FIESTA stands, Fa-
cebook page, and main media support. Every household that ap-
plied for FIESTA energy audit got a FIESTA promo set for energy 
saving which contained LED bulbs, water saving perlator, window 
and door seal and five way retractable socket with switch, packed 
in the attractive shape of energy efficient FIESTA house. The word 
of mouth promotion turned to be an excellent promotion tool: very 
often involved satisfied families recommended the FIESTA energy 
audits to friend and relatives. 
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FAMILIES INTELLIGENT ENERGY 
SAVING TARGETED ACTION

FIESTA

Our results in a nutshell

160 
Audits implemented

18
Workshops organised

298.920 € 
Investment in 
energy efficiency 

67.840 kwh 
Energy savings 

16.000 kwh 
Renewable Energy Production

79 tons of CO2
Reduction of emmissions

101.000 
Inhabitants

Limassol
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Benefits received and future plans 
The multiple actions of the program cultivated energy saving 
culture among citizens and all the actors involved thus reducing 
energy consumption and the associated emissions. Additionally, 
the program offered experience and expertise in energy saving 
to the municipality workers as well as valuable knowledge 
of the actions of other countries. It is the municipality’s intention 
to continue promoting the concept of energy saving among ci-
tizens, in particular families with children and vulnerable con-
sumers, following the FIESTA-style approach and activities. 
In that direction, we will maintain the Energy Fiesta Help Desk 
in order to continue to offer services to Limassol citizens.

Success stories
One of the most successful activities of the Fiesta Project was 
the workshops at Limassol schools. The workshops aimed 
to inform the students about consequences of immodera-
te energy consumption and simple ways for saving energy. 
The feedback we received from the teachers as well as from 
the students was very satisfying. Students were very interested 
in the subject and actively involved during the workshops. 
In some cases teachers used our presentations as an opportunity 
to assign tasks to the students in order to delve into the subject. 

Strategy to involve families 
in project activities 
The Energy Help Desk organized workshops for students 
to inform the students about consequences of immodera-
te energy consumption and simple ways for saving energy. 
The EHD took part at local events that attracted families in order 
to let people know about Fiesta program and its targets. 
The EHD in cooperation with cultural services of Limassol munici-
pality handed out free LED lamps and dynamo flashlights at even-
ts in order to promote energy saving culture.
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FAMILIES INTELLIGENT ENERGY 
SAVING TARGETED ACTION

FIESTA

Our results in a nutshell

152 
Audits implemented

19
Workshops organised

97.516 € 
Investment in 
energy efficiency 

59.383 kwh 
Energy savings 

37.171 kwh 
Renewable Energy Production

51 tons of CO2
Reduction of emmissions

51.468 
Inhabitants

Larnaka
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Benefits received and future plans 
The FIESTA project in Larnaka was successful and the Munici-
pality of Larnaka will keep the FIESTA Energy Help Desk running 
at least until the end of the year 2018. The knowledge that has 
been gained will be disseminated further, especially through the 
activities of the Environmental Management Department of the 
Municipality and the monitoring tool will be frequently updated 
and used in the future for similar research. Larnaka is particularly 
active with European funded programs and its participation in the 
FIESTA project will add to its qualifications and enhance future op-
portunities for funding.

Success stories
The feedback from citizens, that benefitted from the assistan-
ce of the local EHD, whether that was for information or to apply 
for free energy audits, was very positive and encouraging. 
They report that thanks to FIESTA they were able to acknowle-
dge significant savings in their electricity bills, by simply ap-
plying small everyday behavioural changes at home. It was also 
very fortunate that most of the FIESTA lottery prizes were won 
by families who were actually in need of them.

Strategy to involve families 
in project activities 
In order to involve families in project activities, Larnaka Muni-
cipality launched an intensive information campaign, with ar-
ticles featuring frequently in newspapers and local magazi-
nes, attractive radio spots and TV appearances. In addition to 
that, the FIESTA Discount Program that was initiated in Larna-
ka, which included the participation of respected local retailers 
and installers, offered significant discounts in energy efficient 
electrical appliances for targeted families. Last but not least, 
the FIESTA lottery tickets were distributed solely to families 
who applied for free energy audits, motivating them further 
to participate in project activities.
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FAMILIES INTELLIGENT ENERGY 
SAVING TARGETED ACTION

FIESTA

Our results in a nutshell

183 
Audits implemented

23
Workshops organised

81.602 € 
Investment in 
energy efficiency 

195.346 kwh 
Energy savings 

31.137 kwh 
Renewable Energy Production

117 tons of CO2
Reduction of emmissions

73.152 
Inhabitants

Pazardjik
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Benefits received and future plans 
The project was a great working and social experience for our 
Pazardzhik FIESTA team, as it provided us with new methods 
for reaching citizens in regards to current crucial global chal-
lenges. By taking that in mind, Pazardzhik Municipality will be 
further looking for new opportunities for addressing the topi-
cs of energy efficiency not merely on a domestic level by means 
of the established EHD, but rather on a bigger scale, as well 
as other urgent environmental issues, by devising new initiatives 
and projects.

Success stories
The biggest success for us was that we were able to exceed 
the number of expected audits, as initially we were a bit anxious 
about the level of interest that we could get and of how the free-
of-charge service could be perceived by families. In addition, 
the 19 workshops organized in local schools achieved resounding 
success : they turned out to be a very positive and entertaining 
educational tool for children as well as a strategic tool to trigger 
new audit request – which in Pazardzhik case enabled to recruit 
one third of all the audited families.

Strategy to involve families 
in project activities 
Our strategy to involve families in project activities was directly 
tailored to the activities envisaged in each WP. What turned out 
to be very effective, was the idea to include families from two 
multi-residential buildings in project activities, which meant that 
most of them were virtually neighbours and so could easily sha-
re and compare what has been achieved thanks to energy audi-
ts and what could still be improved. Also, news about upcoming 
as well as concluded events and activities were shared on most of 
our town’s media.
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FAMILIES INTELLIGENT ENERGY 
SAVING TARGETED ACTION

FIESTA

Our results in a nutshell

159 
Audits implemented

20
Workshops organised

51.905 € 
Investment in 
energy efficiency 

128.318 kwh 
Energy savings 

0 kwh 
Renewable Energy Production

77 tons of CO2
Reduction of emmissions

200.000
Inhabitants

Burgas
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Benefits received and future plans 
Direct benefits brought up by FIESTA implementation are: in-
creased population awareness on ecological and economic 
benefits achieved by applying energy efficient measures and 
by improving families’ energy-related behaviour at home. 
The FIESTA Energy Help Desk will continue its work in Burgas after 
the end of the project, supported also by the permanent FIESTA 
stand that will provide citizens with useful information regarding 
the smart use of energy through video materials. Consumer pur-
chasing initiative will be devoted additional attention to be further 
disseminated within the local territory. 

Success stories
High visibility and widespread project recognition among sta-
keholders at regional and national level turned out to be 
a Burgas relevant success story, able to disclose and replicate 
similar initiatives on a wider regional/national level. At the same 
time, energy savings achieved by families in Burgas are worth 
to be flagged as successful local application of globally spread 
principles such as sustainable development and reasonable use 
of resources, protecting future generations’ needs, resources 
and quality of life.

Strategy to involve families 
in project activities 
During the project implementation several approaches 
to involve families in the project activities were tested and ap-
plied. Regularly publishing press releases to inform families 
about project ongoing activities as well as establishing a tight 
collaboration with local NGOs turned out to be effective tools 
to promote the project and recruit new families. 
School workshops offered the opportunity to inform and make 
children aware on ongoing sustainability challenges, turning 
them into young responsible project advocates able to leverage 
on parents’ behavioural patterns as well as on their availability 
to get involved in the project themselves. 
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FAMILIES INTELLIGENT ENERGY 
SAVING TARGETED ACTION

FIESTA

Our results in a nutshell

173
Audits implemented

19
Workshops organised

253.771 € 
Investment in 
energy efficiency 

164.232 kwh 
Energy savings

0 kwh 
Renewable Energy Production

99 tons of CO2
Reduction of emmissions

68.680 
Inhabitants

Vratsa
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Benefits received and future plans 
The municipality of Vratsa enjoys the successful implementation 
of the FIESTA project. The benefits received from the project are 
quite a few - 173 households took part in the survey, resulting 
in an energy-related behavioural change of more than 600 pe-
ople. Students from 16 schools learned that little actions, 
like turning off the lamp, could significantly contribute in cutting 
family bills. There is nothing more rewarding for us than seeing the 
change in the people, who let us entering their homes.
The plans ahead of us are to maintain the city’s EHD working and 
to keep consulting people about how to live a more energy-effi-
cient and greener living.

Success stories
Our greatest success were our meetings in schools with children 
of different age groups. They welcomed our presentations, took 
active part in the discussions, asked questions, told us what they 
were doing in their homes to save energy, and were motivated 
to pass on the information to their parents and friends. Our ef-
forts delivered immediate results - parents and teachers where 
enthusiastic about the initiative and some of them book an au-
dit straightaway. The two lotteries with valuable energy-saving 
devices as prizes, were an additional stimulus for all families 
to get engaged in project activities.

Strategy to involve families 
in project activities 
• Organized lotteries were the biggest incentives for participating  
 families, since everyone likes to win, especially when they have  
 made the effort. 
• School meetings - interesting, useful and at the same time very  
 entertaining. The children proved to be one of the most  
 important target groups in the project.
• The exported stands, which increased the interest in different  
 age groups, where we popularized the project activities,  
 distributed materials and brochures.
• Radio campaigns that were constantly reminding of the project.
• Energy gadget - solar batteries - small gifts, with great success. 
 With them, we have been able to catch the attention and  
 interest of participants to work together on the way to the  
 common goal. 
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5. Results achieved and main 
lessons learnt
FIESTA managed to trigger a series of virtuous circles, fostering multi-level cooperation and circulation of 
new ideas and initiatives. It provided an effective methodology for supporting Local Authorities in increasing 
consumers’ capacity in improving the use of energy in private household, by changing their habits and pur-
chasing/investment patterns. Such energetic dialogue initiated between citizens and their representatives, 
able to lead to concrete actions and results, make the FIESTA approach so unique. 

5.1 Difficulties encountered along the way  
and main lesson learnt 

One of the biggest challenges that the project partnership had to face in the early implementation was the 
initial diffidence that consumers showed in front of energy audits. Although a targeted information campaign 
had been launched to correctly inform project main stakeholders about benefits and improvements that an 
energy assessment might provide, families’ hesitancy lingered for a while, preventing the project from initially 
reaching its goals. Even though some initial issues in engaging families were experienced by the FIESTA ener-
gy advisors, they soon succeeded in convincing families in grasping the opportunity the project is offering. 
Project workshops along with local presentations and FIESTA stands, organised back to back with relevant 
events, turned out to be successful means to motivate, encourage and engage families in project activities. 
Establishing tight relationship with local relevant key actors, such as consumer associations, property mana-
gers and especially social care operators, enabled FIESTA partners to recruit trusted family advocates able to 
effectively support project partners in getting their message across. In some cases, gaining the confidentiality 
and trust of opinion leaders, such as large buildings residents representatives (in countries where such figure 
is present), proved to be a relevant turning point in winning families initial hesitancy, directly engaging them 
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in energy audits and own consumption monitoring, bringing about concrete changes and benefits in the long 
term in their life. 

Audited families’ satisfaction and the word of mouth proved to be a successful tool to effectively promote 
the service and thus overcome the hardest barrier encountered, i.e. having the change started. 

Different approaches to involve families worked differently in FIESTA cities. On the whole, FIESTA stands 
proved to be successful means for providing information on the project and to recruit new families, whereas 
the radio campaigns had a smaller impact than expected. TV and radio interviews of project representatives 
also proved to be a successful strategy. Project cartoons were acknowledged as successful tools to convey 
simple energy-savings measures to project stakeholders during project workshop, presentations and stands. 
However rather than being effective tools to attract people to investigate into project activities they turned out 
to be excellent and informal user-friendly guides on how simply energy could be saved at home by all family 
members. 
Workshop with schools were smoothly implemented triggering an increased interest and awareness among 
pupils and teachers, but just in a few cities they led to the involvement of a large number of families in project 
activities. 
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Along with it in some cities and countries working with vulnerable consumers turned out to be quite deman-
ding. Social housing residents turned out to be more reluctant in participating in project workshops and au-
dits, probably due to their uneasiness in showing their disadvantages and economic situation. Nevertheless, 
by establishing a fruitful collaboration with local social institutions and charity organisations, acknowledged 
as trusted interlocutors for vulnerable families, FIESTA partners succeeded in remedying the initial lack of 
confidence, paving the path for delivering project saving opportunities and benefits also among those families 
that need them at most. 

Regarding audits, it turned out that each single audit is specific and that, according to the variety of cases and 
situations, a common approach to energy audits was hardly to be found. Although the FIESTA Energy tool was 
a powerful means to assess energy saving potentials and suggest energy-efficient measures to be applied 
in households, a customization of each energy audit report was required to make it more comprehensible 
and usable for participating families. FIESTA advisors provided families with personalized advice backed up 
by figures on how energy can be more rationally used, revealing the untapped energy efficiency potential in 
households.

Convincing families in investing in EE was not easy, due to the hard ongoing economic situation but results 
went well beyond original expectations. A lot of attention was devoted by FIESTA advisors in pointing out 
that by saving energy, families save money, that could be easily re-invested, without any financial concern, 
in measures with a payback period of less than 5 years. FIESTA advisors went deeper in assisting families in 
their investments, by highlighted the fact that household energy-efficient upgrades will continue to save mo-
ney long after the initial cost is paid off, generating a virtuous circle of additional savings. Providing reliable 
information from trusted neutral sources turned out to be FIESTA asset, able to break some of the log-jams, 
that often hinder families from investing in a more sustainable and efficient energy at home. Due also to an 
evolution in national subsidies and fiscal benefits families proved to be more keen in investing their money in 
energy efficiency rather than energy production from renewable energy sources.

5.2 FIESTA main results in a nutshell
Notwithstanding hindrances, FIESTA managed to perform exceedingly well. A strong and powerful promotio-
nal campaign, based on a variety of measures - such as FIESTA stands present at relevant local events, news 
on articles, project presentations, etc. - informed 3 million citizens about the project activities and its general 
aim. More than 8.500 participants were proactively involved in project workshops.
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FIESTA EHDs advisors managed to perform 2357 home energy audits in 14 European municipalities. 65% of 
all audited families represented families with children and 18% represent social housing families. Each family 
received a detailed and customized energy audit report containing measures on how to improve its energy 
performance and habits. Additional consulting support was provided to families to implement the identified 
measures. 

The monitoring stage of the project showed remarkable results: FIESTA energy audits led to an esti-
mated annual savings of primary energy of 507 toe/year across the FIESTA cities equivalent to the year-
ly consumption of about 350 families. Another 55 toe/year of estimated renewable energy was reckoned 
to be triggered across the participating cities thanks to energy audit measures. Such considerable results 
led to significant CO2 savings – each year 862 tCO2 are estimated to be saved - proving that there is a deep 
concern arising among questioned families about energy saving issues and environmental protection.

In the recent years the economic and financial crisis has affected families’ capacity to invest in energy ef-
ficiency. According to the feedback provided by families, the changing of family behaviour towards more 
sustainable and energy saving actions in household was generally easily introduced, while investments 
in renewable energy and energy efficiency measures were often taken into account as mid-term investmen-
ts and as such postponed due to households budget restraints. Nevertheless, gained investment exceeded 
expectations: about 2,63 M are estimated to be invested by FIESTA families mainly in energy efficient ap-
pliances and equipment, such as insulations of pipes and surrounding elements, substitution of heating/
cooling systems by modern and more efficient systems, installation of new contemporary RES systems, etc. 
In this perspective the project proved to be cost/effective: each euro of EU contribution lead to 1,14 KHh/
year energy saving, 0,12 Kwh/year of energy from RES, 0,48 kg of CO2 emissions avoided and 1,48 euro 
of investment in energy efficiency by families. 

Co-funded by the Intelligent Energy Europe
Programme of the European Union

14
FIESTA Energy Help 
desk established 

2.357
Home Energy audits
performed

358
Workshop organized
involving altogether

8.569
 Participants

39
European Local Authorities 
will replicate the FIESTA model 
in their own territories

€ 2.633.880 
Expected cumulative investments
in energy-efficient appliances

220.794 kWh
Renewable source 
energy production 

862 tC02
Reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions 

2.029.157 kWh 
Energy saving (primary)
in domestic energy 
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Therefore, an increased impact is expected to take place in the years to come, based on the deep concern 
arising among questioned families about energy saving issues and environmental protection as well as 
on their will to invest in a more sustainable energy in due time. An increased impact that will be fostered 
also by the replication of the FIESTA model and the establishment of Energy Help Desk in 39 other Europe-
an cities. From such a perspective, FIESTA during its 3 years of activities had just been planting seeds that 
sprouted by the end of the project and will keep growing in the near future in trees with branches growing  
in different directions. 

5.3 What do our beneficiaries think of us?
Since families were consumers at the forefront of FIESTA energy saving initiatives, their feedback was de-
emed necessary for the ultimate project evaluation. Dedicated actions have been put in place to evaluate 
consumers’ perceptions about offered FIESTA services and to check whether their expectations had been 
met. Specific questionnaires were created and sent via email or filled in during phone interviews to collect 
consumers’ feedback, which had been used to adjust planned activities to better serve the project’s purposes. 

A positive attitude and satisfaction towards FIESTA energy audits has been displayed by the 90% of targeted 
families, which ultimately contributed to the achievement of project impact in terms of reduction of energy 
consumption and related emissions – a compelling evidence that reveals how relevant consumers’ trust, 
involvement and acceptance could be in the process of reducing energy consumption in households and shi-
fting towards a more sustainable residential energy use.

VERY 
GOOD GOOD NEUTRAL BAD VERY 

BAD

Usefulness of audit suggestion 60% 29% 10% 1% 0%

Audit contribution to improve 
behaviour at home 41% 36% 20% 2% 1%

Audit contribution to improve  
awareness at home 54% 31% 13% 1% 0%

Recommending an audit to a friend 69% 24% 5% 1% 0%

Willingness of hosting another audit 
in the future 50% 28% 16% 3% 3%

Behaviour of the energy advisor 84% 13% 3% 0% 0%

Feedback of the energy advisor 76% 18% 6% 0% 0%
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6. Plans for the future 
and replicating cities
FIESTA formally finished in September 2017 but its impact and activities are not over. The FIESTA project will 
keep generating a beneficial impact also in years following its end. 

6.1 Here we are and here we stay!
FIESTA will keep supporting consumers in learning how to be in control of their own consumption 
data, turning them into more conscious “energy literate” consumers, able to further evaluate the take up 
of innovative products, free to select energy service providers and to produce their own sustainable energy, 
paving the path for them to become effective prosumers.

14 FIESTA partner Municipalities committed themselves in keeping the FIESTA Energy Help Desk active also 
after the project end, keeping the service running and sometimes integrating it with additional environmental 
and sustainability-related services. In some cases the service will be slightly re-oriented or integrated with 
new environmental or sustainability oriented services.

It is worth to be mentioned, that in some partner cities, the considerable effort put in place to organize 
local consumer purchasing groups in its various forms, turned into the municipal will to further promote 
such initiative on the territory, keeping inviting stakeholders (individual consumers, consumer association 
and retailers and installers) to adhere to the initiative also after the project end. Taking into account that 
in some partner countries the CPG came as a brand new concept (with the exception of Italy and Spain 
with the CLEAR project) FIESTA represent a concrete opportunity to further elaborate the concept, acting 
as a pioneering experience to leverage on household green investment in such a collaborative form.

6.2 Where do we go from here? To replicate  
 FIESTA elsewhere
The FIESTA model and tools have been devised to be easily transferred to other local authorities, thus to 
keep generating a beneficial impact also in years following the project end. During project lifetime 39 Eu-
ropean cities committed themselves to replicate the FIESTA approach and its experience, promoting 
the concept of energy saving among citizens, by following the FIESTA-style approach and activities. 

Furthermore, thanks to the word of mouth as well as to the FIESTA dissemination that will be performed 
by project partners in future events and occasions, additional cities are expected to uptake the FIESTA 
model in the years to come, ultimately contributing to the European 2030 Energy Strategy and to meet 
its long-term 2050 greenhouse gas reductions target.
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